[Oligo(2'-O-Methylribonucleotides) and their derivatives: IV. Conjugates of oligo(2'-O-methylribonucleotides) with minor groove binders and intercalators: synthesis, properties and application].
Conjugates of pyrimidine triplex forming 3'-protected oligo(2'-O-methylribonucleotides) with minor groove binders (MGB) and triplex specific intercalator benzoindoloquinoline (BIQ) at 5'-terminus were synthesized. The conjugates formed stable complexes with target dsDNA by simultaneous binding both in its minor and major grooves and BIQ intercalation. The dissociation constants and thermal stability of the conjugate complexes with model dsDNA corresponding to polypurine tract (PPT) of genes nef and pol from HIV proviral genome were determined. Conjugation of oligo(2'-O-methylribonucleotides) with MGB and intercalator increased the stability of the triple complexes with dsDNA at pH 7.2 and 37 degrees C. Intercalator introduction accelerates the process of complex formation. Dose-dependent arrest of the in vitro transcription was demonstrated when a 780 b.p. DNA fragment containing the polypurine tract was transcribed under the control of T7 promoter in the presence of different concentrations of conjugates of oligo(2'-O-methylribonucleotides) containing MGB and BIQ intercalator.